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Abstract

19 pandemic. For example, fear felt towards vaccination might discourage one from receiving the
vaccine. Meanwhile, fear felt towards contracting
COVID-19 could encourage one to become vaccinated against it. Leveraging emotions has also been
proposed in communication to reduce COVID-19
vaccine hesitancy (Chou and Budenz, 2020).
There have been several attempts at extracting
emotions regarding COVID-19 vaccines, particularly from social media. The wealth of information
available on social networking services such as
Twitter already makes them a popular source for
mining sentiment and emotions in other areas such
as politics (Bose et al., 2019) and consumerism
(Rathan et al., 2018). Social media information
extraction has seen continued research during the
COVID-19 pandemic, with multiple works specifically seeking to mine sentiments and emotions
surrounding the pandemic and vaccination (BoonItt and Skunkan, 2020; Sakti et al., 2021; Aygün
et al., 2021; Niu et al., 2022).
Existing emotion analysis studies on COVID-19related Japanese Twitter corpora only focus on the
emotions of writers, or those who post Tweets (Lee
et al., 2020; Bashar, 2021). However, the emotions
of readers, or those who read Tweets, are not necessarily the same as those of writers. For instance,
if a writer expresses disgust towards vaccination, a
reader might express anger out of disagreement in
response. These reader emotions may also contain
useful information in understanding vaccine hesitancy. We contribute to this research area by using a
BERT to extract emotions of both writers and readers towards Tweets related to COVID-19 vaccines
and comparing the predicted emotions to vaccination uptake. We do this by fine-tuning a BERT
(Devlin et al., 2019) to predict intensity scores for
Plutchik’s eight emotions (Plutchik, 1980) for writers and readers from Tweets containing keywords
related to COVID-19 vaccination, and performing
a correlation analysis between the mined emotions

Public opinion in social media is increasingly
becoming a critical factor in pandemic control.
Understanding the emotions of a population
towards vaccinations and COVID-19 may be
valuable in convincing members to become
vaccinated. We investigated the emotions of
Japanese Twitter users towards Tweets related
to COVID-19 vaccination. Using the WRIME
dataset, which provides emotion ratings for
Japanese Tweets sourced from writers (Tweet
posters) and readers, we fine-tuned a BERT
model to predict levels of emotional intensity.
This model achieved a training accuracy
of M SE = 0.356. A separate dataset of
20,254 Japanese Tweets containing COVID-19
vaccine-related keywords was also collected,
on which the fine-tuned BERT was used to
perform emotion analysis. Afterwards, a correlation analysis between the extracted emotions
and a set of vaccination measures in Japan was
conducted. The results revealed that surprise
and fear were the most intense emotions
predicted by the model for writers and readers,
respectively, on the vaccine-related Tweet
dataset. The correlation analysis also showed
that vaccinations were weakly positively
correlated with predicted levels of writer joy,
writer/reader anticipation, and writer/reader
trust. Code will be made available at https:
//github.com/PatrickJohnRamos/
BERT-Japan-vaccination.
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Introduction

Vaccination against COVID-19 has been demonstrated to reduce the spread of the virus (Jones
et al., 2021; Hall et al., 2021; Voysey et al., 2021).
However, vaccine hesitancy can prevent vaccine
uptake, increasing risk of infection. Searching for
and understanding causes of vaccine hesitancy can
lead to more effective methodologies in convincing
community members to become vaccinated. One
possible area of understanding vaccine hesitancy is
the emotions felt towards vaccines and the COVID95
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and a set of vaccination measures in Japan. Note
that one limitation of our study is that the dataset of
COVID-19 vaccine-related Tweets does not guarantee that COVID-19 or vaccination are the topics
of the texts, or are necessarily the object of any
inferred emotion.
We find that the emotion most prominently predicted by the model for writers on the vaccinerelated Tweet dataset is surprise, with fear being
the most intensely predicted emotion for readers.
Additionally, writer joy, writer/reader anticipation,
and writer/reader trust are weakly positively correlated with vaccinations.
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Meanwhile, emotion analyses of Japanese
Tweets related to COVID-19 have been conducted
using traditional techniques such as lexicon-based
methods (Bashar, 2021) and frequency analysis
(Lee et al., 2020).
The work most similar to ours is that of Niu
et al. (2022), who perform sentiment analysis of
COVID-19-related Japanese Tweets; investigate
the correlation of the mined sentiments with infections, deaths, and vaccinations; and conduct additional analyses comparing multiple vaccine brands.
Our study differs from this by extracting emotions
rather than sentiments from both writers and readers, and comparing these mined features to vaccinations, vaccinated people, and fully vaccinated
people.

Related Work

Prior to the adoption of deep learning, emotion
analysis of Tweets was performed with a combination of feature engineering, lexicon-based approach, and traditional off-the-shelf classifiers. Balabantaray et al. (2012) and Wang et al. (2012) engineered overlapping sets of features from Tweets,
with shared features including n-grams, POS, adjectives, and lexicon-based sentiment polarity scores.
Balabantaray et al. (2012) fed the features to an
SVM while Wang et al. (2012) used linear and
Naive Bayes classifiers. EmpaTweet (2012) used a
similar set of features and also an SVM, but exchanged sentiment polarity scores for synonym
rings, hypernyms, and LDA topic scores.
However, these classical methods have been outperformed by more contemporary and dedicated
sequence modelling techniques such as RNNs and
LSTMs. Vateekul and Koomsubha (2016) demonstrated the superiority of LSTMs in emotion analysis over SVMs and Naive Bayes on Thai Twitter
text, while Colnerič and Demšar (2018) showed
the effectiveness of character-based RNNs.
The introduction of Transformers (Vaswani et al.,
2017) as the new state-of-the-art sequence modelling architecture and their increasing ubiquity has
also lead to their application in social media emotion analysis for a variety of languages. BERT
models can outperform CNNs and BiLSTMs on
English Twitter (Harb et al., 2020); Naive Bayes,
logistic regression, and SVMs on Romanian Twitter (Ciobotaru and Dinu, 2021); and TF-IDF and
word2vec on Arabic Twitter (Al-Twairesh, 2021).
During the COVID-19 pandemic, a RoBERTa (Liu
et al., 2019) was fine-tuned on emotion analysis to
classify the emotions of Tweets containing hashtags
related to the pandemic (Choudrie et al., 2021).

3
3.1

Method
Dataset

To gauge the emotions of the Japanese public towards COVID-19 vaccines and related topics, a
dataset of 20,254 vaccine-related Tweets from December 2021 containing any of the keywords“ワ
クチン” (“vaccine”), “モデルナ” (“Moderna”),
“ファイザー” (“Pfizer”), or “オミクロン” (“Omicron”) was constructed. “Moderna” and “Pfizer”
were specifically selected as keywords as these are
brands of COVID-19 vaccines commonly administered in Japan. The dataset was created by sampling
15 random minutes from each day of December
2021 for each keyword, and scraping all Tweets
containing the assigned keyword for each sampled
minute. A distribution of the dataset according to
keyword is shown in Table 1.
Table 2 compares our constructed dataset against
WRIME (Kajiwara et al., 2021), the fine-tuning
dataset we discuss in Section 3.2. Our dataset
contains longer texts on average. Postpositional
particles, nouns, punctuation marks, and verbs are
among the most common parts of speech in both
datasets. However, auxiliary verbs are more common in the vaccine-related Tweet dataset while
non-punctuation symbols are more common in
WRIME.
3.2

Fine-tuning BERT for Emotion Analysis

We used BERT to perform emotion analysis by
fine-tuning it to extract writer and reader emotional
intensity scores from text, with higher scores indicating higher intensities. Writer emotions refer
to emotions felt by the writers of a Tweet as they
96

Keyword
vaccine
Moderna
Pfizer
Omicron

Number of Tweets
13,664
349
1,352
7,761

ferring to strong intensity. To create only a single
set of reader emotion scores per data point, we averaged the scores across the three readers. BERT
was then trained with mean squared error loss to
directly predict the emotional intensity scores of
writers and readers for given Tweets. A sample
data point can be seen in Table 3.

Table 1: Number of Tweets per keyword in the vaccine
Tweet dataset. Keywords are translated from Japanese.
Some Tweets contain multiple keywords.

Average # of tokens per text
Five most common POS (descending)

Vaccinerelated Tweets
51

23

ADP,
AUX,
NOUN, PUNCT,
VERB

ADP,
NOUN,
PUNCT, SYM,
VERB

Our fine-tuning was inspired by common BERT
fine-tuning procedures (Devlin et al., 2019). We
fine-tuned BERT on WRIME for 3 epochs using the
AdamW optimizer (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017)
with a learning rate of 2e-5, β1 =0.9, β2 =0.999,
weight decay of 0.01, linear decay, a warmup ratio
of 0.01, and a batch size of 32. Training was conducted with an NVIDIA Tesla K80 and finished in
3 hours. The fine-tuned BERT was dubbed “emotion analysis BERT.”

WRIME

Table 2: Average number of tokens and the five most
common parts of speech using UniDic.1

We evaluated emotion analysis BERT by comparing its mean squared errors to those of two baselines based on Kajiwara et al. (2021). The first
was a bag-of-words and linear regression model
(BoW+LinReg). Each text was tokenized using
MeCab, vectorized into a bag-of-words using the
2000 most common words in the vocabulary, and
then fed into a linear regression model. While Kajiwara et al. (2021) used logistic regression, we
used linear regression for a fairer comparison with
emotion analysis BERT, which directly predicts
intensity scores. The second model we compared
to uses fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017) and an
SVM (fastText+SVM). Each word of was embedded using fastText, after which the average of all
the embeddings in the sequence were used as input
into an SVM that regresses the emotional intensity
scores. We used a linear kernel and C = 100.

write the post, while reader emotions refer to the
emotions felt by the readers of a Tweet as they
read it. We followed Plutchik’s (1980) framework
and fine-tuned BERT to extract intensity scores for
eight emotions: joy, sadness, anticipation, surprise,
anger, fear, disgust, and trust.
Using BERT for emotion analysis was straightforward and required only a simple modification
to the head of the BERT model. First, input texts
were tokenized using MeCab (Kudo et al., 2004)
and WordPiece (Wu et al., 2016). The tokenized
inputs were then each prepended with [CLS] classification tokens and fed through the BERT model.
After the last layer, each [CLS] token was linearly
projected into 16 class scores, representing the 8
emotions of writers and readers.
A PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019) implementation of BERTBASE (110M parameters) pre-trained
on Japanese Wikipedia from HuggingFace (Wolf
et al., 2020)2 was fine-tuned on WRIME (Kajiwara
et al., 2021). WRIME is a dataset for emotional
intensity estimation comprised of 43,200 Japanese
Tweets annotated with Plutchik’s 8 emotions by the
posts’ writers and 3 “reader” annotators hired by
the dataset authors to read the posts.3 Each emotion
is annotated across 4 levels (0 to 3) of increasing
intensity, with 0 referring to no presence and 3 re-

3.3

Inferring Emotions from Vaccine-related
Tweets

Emotions from the vaccine-related Tweet dataset
were extracted using emotion analysis BERT following the procedure described in Section 3.2.
Tweets were tokenized, prepended with a [CLS]
token, and processed through emotion analysis
BERT, with the [CLS] token being projected into
writer and reader emotion scores after the last layer.
Note that this is purely inference and no training is
done using the vaccine Tweet data.

2

We use the cl-tohoku/bert-base-japanse-v2
Japanese
BERT
checkpoint
available
at
https://huggingface.co/cl-tohoku/
bert-base-japanese-v2.
3
As of February 2022, there are two versions of this
dataset. We use Version 1. WRIME is available at https:
//github.com/ids-cv/wrime.
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Tweet
Annotator
Writer
Reader

車のタイヤがパンクしてた。。いたずらの可能性が高いんだっ
て。。(The tire of my car was flat. I heard that it might be mischief.)
Joy Sadness Anticipation Surprise Anger Fear Disgust Trust
0
3
0
1
3
0
0
0
0
2.33
0
2.33
0.33
1
0.67
0

Table 3: Sample training data point. While WRIME has annotations for three separate readers, we create only one
set by averaging the reader scores per emotion.
Model

Joy

Sadness

BoW+LinReg
fastText+SVM
BERT (ours)

0.889
1.141
0.658

0.830
0.973
0.688

BoW+LinReg
fastText+SVM
BERT (ours)

0.351
0.374
0.192

0.270
0.297
0.178

BoW+LinReg
fastText+SVM
BERT (ours)

0.615
0.758
0.425

0.550
0.635
0.433

Anticipation Surprise
Writer Emotions
0.849
0.617
1.066
0.801
0.746
0.542
Reader Emotions
0.344
0.172
0.422
0.177
0.211
0.139
Both Emotions
0.597
0.394
0.744
0.489
0.479
0.341

Anger

Fear

Disgust

Trust

Overall

0.605
0.754
0.486

0.536
0.628
0.462

0.822
1.032
0.664

0.399
0.394
0.400

0.692
0.849
0.581

0.049
0.047
0.032

0.201
0.269
0.147

0.175
0.221
0.123

0.037
0.090
0.029

0.200
0.237
0.131

0.327
0.400
0.259

0.368
0.449
0.304

0.499
0.626
0.394

0.218
0.242
0.214

0.446
0.543
0.356

Table 4: Mean squared errors for each emotion in the test split of WRIME.

4

Experimental Results and Discussion

4.1 Fine-tuning results
Results for emotional intensity prediction on
WRIME are shown in Table 4. The only emotion
for which we do not achieve the best mean squared
error is writer trust, where we still remain competitive a difference of 0.001 MSE from the best
performing model. For all other emotions for both
writers and readers, emotion analysis BERT outperforms both of the other models. We achieve 0.111
MSE and 0.106 MSE improvements on writer and
reader emotion prediction respectively. For overall
emotional intensity prediction, we outperform the
next best model by 0.090 MSE.
Table 5 presents inferred emotions for sample
test entries from WRIME. We qualitatively examined these results, which showed that emotion analysis BERT is capable of detecting emotion even
when emotions are not explicitly stated, like they
would be in a sentence such as “I am joyful.” The
model was able to infer anger and disgust from
texts including phrases like “I waited for an hour
but no one came!!”, and joy and anticipation from
“Haven’t had back-to-back holidays in a while. Tomorrow is a weekday break!!”

Figure 1: Box plots of distributions of predicted emotion
scores for writers and readers. Whiskers are draw at 1.5
× inter-quartile range from the first and third quartiles.
Mean predicted scores are indicated by black points.

ysis BERT. The highest average predicted score
was surprise for writers and fear for readers. With
the exception of fear, inferred writer scores were
more intense, especially in sadness, anger, and trust,
where median inferred writer scores were greater
than the third quartile of inferred reader scores.
Why the emotion intensities predicted for writers
differed from those assumed for readers could be
of interest to future studies.
The distributions of predicted writer and reader
emotions are compared in a Q-Q plot in Figure
2. Anticipation and fear followed similar distributions for both writer and reader inferences, while
other emotions showed lower values for readers,
especially for trust.

4.2 Emotion inference results
Figure 1 presents the distributions of emotions for
both writers and readers predicted by emotion anal98

Tweet

一時間待ってもこない！！ガス会社なんなの！！急いで帰ってきた
のに?時間守らないひときらい！！！なんか食べ物でも持ってきたら
許そう。(I waited for an hour but no one came!! What’s up with this gas
company!! Even though I hurried back? I hate people who can’t keep track of
time!!! Maybe I’ll forgive them though if they bring me food.)
Annotator
Joy Sadness Anticipation Surprise Anger Fear Disgust Trust
Writer
0.019
1.206
-0.069
0.785
2.424 0.070
2.224 -0.106
Reader
0.049
0.648
0.120
0.657
1.573 0.369
2.139 -0.060
Tweet
久しぶりの2連休。明日平日休み！！(Haven’t had back-to-back holidays
in a while. Tomorrow is a weekday break!!)
Annotator
Joy Sadness Anticipation Surprise Anger Fear Disgust Trust
Writer
2.989
0.171
2.111
0.469
0.107 0.069
0.126 0.827
Reader
2.396
0.049
1.567
0.241 -0.011 0.022
-0.005 0.023
Table 5: Inferred emotion scores for data points from the WRIME test set. English translations are provided in
parentheses after each Japanese Tweet. The two most intense emotions per annotator for each Tweet are in bold.

Figure 2: Q-Q plots of predicted writer and reader emotions.

The percentage distributions of emotions for
writers and readers inferred by the model for all
keywords and per keyword are shown in Figure 3.
While predicted writer emotion scores tended to
be higher, this did not necessarily mean the same
for the proportion each emotion constituted of the
sum of all emotion scores. Although writers had
higher predicted average anticipation, surprise, and
disgust, these emotions comprised a larger percentage of inferred reader emotions than they did writer
emotions. Fear, which was predicted at higher levels for readers, also constituted a larger proportion
of total inferred reader emotion.
Predicted emotions of Tweets referencing Moderna were compared to those of Tweets referencing Pfizer to identify any differences in emotions
towards the two brands of vaccines. The results
of a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for the intensities
of emotions towards the two brands are presented
in Table 6. Only differences in predictions for
writer joy (Pfizer higher), writer sadness (Moderna higher), and reader sadness (Moderna higher)
could be considered attributable to differences in

Figure 3: Distributions of predicted emotions for writers and readers for all keywords and for each keyword.
Emotion proportions were calculated by dividing the total score of each emotion by the sum of all emotion
scores for the emotion’s assigned subject (writer or
reader).

underlying distributions.
Sample emotion inferences can be seen in Table
7. Like with the qualitative results from WRIME,
emotion analysis BERT was capable of detecting
emotion even in a lack of explicitly mentioned emotions. The model could identify anger and disgust
from Tweets containing phrases such as “I can’t
call it anything other than foolish,” and trust from
“Today, I finally got vaccinated. My arm hurts a
little bit, but other than that there are no problems.”
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Emotion
Writer Joy
Writer Sadness
Writer Anticipation
Writer Surprise
Writer Anger
Writer Fear
Writer Disgust
Writer Trust
Reader Joy
Reader Sadness
Reader Anticipation
Reader Surprise
Reader Anger
Reader Fear
Reader Disgust
Reader Trust

KS statistic
0.099
0.098
0.069
0.067
0.054
0.073
0.039
0.065
0.073
0.124
0.066
0.065
0.063
0.069
0.055
0.066

p-value
0.008
0.008
0.135
0.153
0.379
0.101
0.765
0.188
0.099
0.0003
0.165
0.187
0.207
0.134
0.350
0.163

measure by taking the Pearson correlation coefficient between the sums of the particular emotion’s
predicted intensities and their corresponding vaccination metric for each date recorded in the vaccination dataset. The results are presented in Figure
5. The only results with satisfactory p-values were
under vaccinations, which were positive correlated
with writer joy (r = 0.36, p = 0.047), writer anticipation (r = 0.40, p = 0.027), writer trust (r = 0.40, p
= 0.025), reader anticipation (r = 0.44, p = 0.013),
and reader trust (r = 0.39, p = 0.031). We did not
observe any significant correlations between the
predicted emotion scores and people vaccinated or
people fully vaccinated, as all p-values for these
results were greater than or equal to 0.157, which
is above the alpha of 0.05.

Table 6: Kolmogorov-Smirnov test results for emotions
between Tweets referencing Moderna and Pfizer. Significant KS statistics and p-values are in bold.

4.3 Comparison to vaccinations in Japan
Vaccination data was taken from Our World in
Data (Mathieu et al., 2021)4 . The vaccination data
was comprised of a set of periodic vaccination
measures for several countries. We filtered the
dataset to only include entries from Japan in December 2021, matching the collection period of our
vaccine-related Tweet dataset. For each date in the
dataset, we focused on vaccinations, or the number of vaccinations administered on that date; new
people vaccinated, or the number of people who
received their first dose on said date; and new people fully vaccinated, or the number of people who
received their second dose on that date. One thing
to note is that vaccinations have plateaued starting
November 2021, resulting from a lower number
of vaccinations and a slower uptake of boosters
(Mathieu et al., 2021).
Figure 4 compares the average predicted score
for each emotion to the number of new vaccinations, people vaccinated, and people fully vaccinated across December 2021. No easily discernible
trend common to both emotion scores and vaccination metrics was found.
For each writer and reader emotion, we performed a correlation analysis with each vaccination
4

Vaccination
data
is
available
at
https:
//github.com/owid/covid-19-data/tree/
master/public/data/vaccinations.

5

Broader Impact

Research into understanding the emotions of a population towards vaccines could hold both positive
and negative societal impacts. Any relationship discovered between emotions and vaccinations could
be leveraged in campaigns aimed at convincing citizens to receive vaccinations, reducing the spread
of COVID-19. On the other hand, knowledge of
what emotions could affect vaccine acceptance can
be used in efforts to increase vaccination hesitancy
and slow down vaccination rates, which could prolong risks of infection.

6

Conclusion

We fine-tuned a BERT on the task of emotion analysis, and used the emotion analysis BERT to infer
emotion intensities of writers and readers from a
corpus of Tweets containing keywords related to
COVID-19 and COVID-19 vaccination. Our results
revealed that surprise and fear were respectively the
most intensely predicted emotions for writers and
readers. Furthermore, vaccinations were weakly
positively correlated with writer joy, writer anticipation, writer trust, reader anticipation, and reader
trust.
Future works can extend this study by designing the emotion analysis to be aspect-based with
respect to the keywords, as it is possible that the
keywords are not the objects of the inferred emotions. Another possible area for further research
could be correlation analyses with other COVID-19
metrics, such as infections and reproduction rate.
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Tweet

バカとしか言いようがない。アメリカ帰りの女が自宅待機期間に男と
会って、その男がサ ッ カー場で撒き散らす。あああ、バカだなあ、
オミクロン株接触者 天皇杯観戦 2021年12月16日 (I can’t call it anything
other than foolish. A woman who returned from the United States met with
a man while she was still in quarantine, then that man went to a soccer game
and infected others. Ah, it really is foolish. There are close contacts with the
Omicron strain among spectators at the Emperor’s Cup on December 16, 2021.)
Annotator
Joy Sadness Anticipation Surprise Anger Fear Disgust Trust
Writer
0.180
0.675
0.214
1.250
2.138 0448
2.077 0.259
Reader
-0.030
0.648
0.104
0.762
1.147 0.575
1.848 0.090
Tweet
皆様、お疲れ様です。今日はようやくワクチン接種しました。腕が
ちょっと痛いですが、それ以外に問題はありません。神宮球場にも
ちょこっと顔を出してノムさんを偲んできました。皆様、身の安全確
保と体調管理に気をつけて、お過ごし下さい。今日も一日お疲れ様で
した。(Thank you everyone for your hard work. Today, I finally got vaccinated.
My arm hurts a little bit, but other than that there are no problems. I also swung
by Jingū Stadium for a bit to think about Mr. Nomu. Everyone, please look
after your safety and health. Thank you for working hard today.)
Annotator
Joy Sadness Anticipation Surprise Anger Fear Disgust Trust
Writer
2.020
0.428
1.321
0.594
0.075 0.145
0.014 2.069
Reader
1.582
0.100
0.827
-0.089 -0.038 0.239
0.046 0.419
Table 7: Inferred emotion scores for data points from the constructed vaccine-related Tweet dataset. English
translations are provided in parentheses after each Japanese Tweet. Links are removed. The two most intense
emotions per annotator for each Tweet are in bold.
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